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ABSTRACT
Structure or projectional editors are a well-studied concept among
researchers and some practitioners. They have the huge advantage
of preventing syntax and in some cases type errors, and aid the
discovery of syntax by users unfamiliar with a language. This begs
the question: why are they not widely used in education? To answer
this question we performed a systematic review of 57 papers and
performed a bibliometric analysis which extended to 381 papers.
From these we generated two hypotheses: (1) a lack of empirical
evidence prevents educators from committing to this technology,
and (2) existing tools have not been designed based on actual user
needs as they would be if human-centered design principles were
used. Given problems we encountered with existing resources to
support a systematic review, and the role of bibliometric tools in
overcoming those obstacles, we also detail our methods so that they
may be used as a guide for researchers or graduate students unfamiliar with bibliometrics. In particular, we report on which tools
provide reliable and plentiful information in the field of computer
science, and which have insufficient coverage and interoperability
issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction
(HCI); • General and reference → Surveys and overviews; • Applied computing → Interactive learning environments; • Social
and professional topics → Computer science education.

KEYWORDS
structure editor, projectional editor, code editor, computer science
education
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INTRODUCTION

A graduate student or researcher approaching a new research area
may use various approaches to understand the literature, including
talking to colleagues, looking for a review paper, or using keyword searches in databases. But these are least likely to work for
emerging and understudied areas. A systematic review provides an
alternative approach. This structured approach uses pre-defined
search, appraisal, synthesis, and analysis methods [7]. Systematic
research in computer science does not have universal guidelines,
unlike, for example, Cochrane reviews in medicine. Arguably, the
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structure of information changes faster in computer science than
in older branches of science, so a systematic approach needs to be
better at identifying new subfields. On the other hand, computer
science has provided many analytical tools to other branches of
science, so it should be able to help the new graduate student who
is invested in understanding the existing literature so they can
make a meaningful contribution. In this paper we investigate the
interconnections between research on projectional editors, other
editing tools and teaching. We structure the paper to serve as a
case study in how free and ad-hoc bibliometric tools can be used to
accelerate the understanding of a new field.
In this case study we seek to identify previous work on structure
editors used in an educational environment and related areas of
research. Structure editors allow the developer to edit the underlying structure of code (rather than relying on a compiler to validate
and transform a text document) and were introduced by DonzeauGouge et al. in 1975 in “A structure-oriented program editor: a first
step towards computer assisted programming”. Several publications followed, recounting their experience designing MENTOR, a
code editing environment for a programming language called MENTOL [4]. They coined the widely used term “structure editor” [9].
The term “projectional editor” gained traction following its use by
Fowler in 2008. Voelter’s use of this term in the paper “Embedded
software development with projectional language workbenches”
introduced this term to the academic literature, although “structure
editor” is still widely used [12]. Projectional editors allow the user
to directly alter the abstract syntax tree, circumventing the use of a
parser. Unrestricted language composition and flexible representation are inherent to projectional editing, supporting the alignment
of certain programming languages with their respective domain and
establishing an element of model-driven development [2]. Despite
the idea dating back to the 1970s and the benefits offered to novice
and experienced programmers, programming predominantly relies
on editing textual code, using features such as syntax highlighting
and code folding [2]. Empirical evidence suggests that the user
experience offered by current projectional editors prevents their
widespread use [13]. Our goal for this case study is to understand
the development of research in this area. To guide our investigation,
we identified four broad research questions:
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RQ1 How does research in computer science education, structure
editors, and code editors intersect?
RQ2 Are ideas presented in structure editor or code editor research used in computer science education?
RQ3 Are problems faced by computer science educators being
studied by researchers in these fields?
RQ4 Given that syntax and type errors are a huge barrier to novice
programmers, why are structure editors used so infrequently
in computer science education, despite their initial development in 1975?

2 METHOD
2.1 Search queries
Identifying appropriate search queries is an important step in reviewing a research area as it will guide resource collection. Researchers should familiarize themselves with common terminology,
including term variants and technical equivalents, informally before
conducting a formal search. “Wildcards”, which search word variants, can assist in this. Some search engines and databases support
this type of search, but others do not. In our case study, “projectional editor”, “structure editor”, and “code editor” are the three
main search terms that we used. Searching for only one of these
terms would have painted an incomplete picture in the analysis
phase. To avoid a similar situation, we recommend first skimming
papers to become familiar with the vocabulary used in the field,
making a list of definitions of commonly used terms and synonyms.
The fastest way to do this is to record keywords as they are encountered while traversing the citation graph. This quickly leads to an
explosion of keywords, but a bibliometric tool can help refocus the
search by showing which papers have the largest number of connections to other papers in your search and particularly which papers
have many connections to large clusters. Our case study involved
informally reading papers to identify important search terms, and
although we discovered the use of bibliometrics to guide the search,
it did help us identify foundational papers using ‘structure editor”
and not ‘projectional editor”.
To summarize, using keyword search alone can easily discover
more papers than you can reasonably read, but bibliometric-based
clustering will visually show you which papers are central to your
field. You can read papers from each subfield, starting with the
central paper in each cluster.
Again, in our case, structure editors differ in implementation
from what a code editor is perceived to be, but their applications
and purposes intersect. In response, we decided to include “code
editor” as a search term, prompting us to re-evaluate our original
first research question to include code editors. In our study, we
hypothesized that papers related to code editors in general may
reveal information about the usability of a structure editor. We investigated the presence of the key search terms within our selected
group of papers, and noticed the use of specific terms coinciding
with specific times. This pattern emphasizes the importance of
identifying and using technical equivalents and closely associated
terms as search queries for a given topic.
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2.2

Resource collection

Multiple platforms were surveyed to collect relevant publications
and bibliometric data, each with advantages and disadvantages,
some of which were specific to our case study topic. In general, one
should query multiple platforms to ensure a complete and reliable
retrieval of literature. Most of these platforms support advanced
search features and exporting of the search results for bibliometric
management or analysis tools.
The Google Scholar search engine has a large number of indexed publications, not only in scientific venues but also in online
publishing platforms and patents. It supports advanced search based
on wildcards, venues and search restrictions to specific website domains. Disadvantages of Google Scholar concern the absences of a
native result export tool and expert cataloguing, subjecting search
results to lack of precision, e.g., returning posters, blog posts and
other non-peer-reviewed publications. We began our resource collection on Google Scholar before meeting with a librarian who
pointed this flaw out to us. Searches in Google Scholar return an
abundant amount of information, which can help develop initial
familiarity with a topic, but should not be considered in a formal
review. For instance, Google Scholar may be used to identify important search terms for a topic, and variations of these search
terms.
Scopus1 and Web of Science2 : Initially, we used Scopus to retrieve the list of publications related to our case study and their
reference data. Both Scopus and Web of Science support web-based
advanced search options and many data export formats. They have
indexed a large number of publications in the natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics. The exports of Scopus and Web of
Science can be directly imported into the VOSviewer3 bibliometric analysis tool. When considering our case study topic, Web of
Science proved to be inadequate as, compared to other tools, it had
limited publications on the topic. Scopus returned a larger number
of results than Web of Science using the same search queries, but
upon exporting bibliographic data we discovered errors and unintended omissions in the references column. These inaccuracies
became evident upon citation analysis in VOSviewer, where the
generated graph was sparse. Further, data exports are limited to
2,000 works.
We used DBLP4 and ACM Digital Library (DL)5 to capture a
reliable list of publications. Both of these sources exclusively feature
work related to computer science. ACM supports advanced search,
but DBLP does not as of June 2021. Unlike DBLP, ACM does not
support the export of bibliometric data, but the export of data in
DBLP is limited to 1000 papers. AMiner6 (sometimes referred to as
Arnetminer) maintains a “dump file” that includes all publications
indexed by DBLP, ACM, Microsoft Academic Graph, and other
sources. A notable characteristic of AMiner’s publication extract
is that each publication has a unique identifier, and the references
field of each publication is provided in terms of these identifiers.
This makes citation network generation an easy and reliable task.
1 https://www.scopus.com/

2 https://login.webofknowledge.com/
3 https://www.vosviewer.com/

4 https://dblp.org/

5 https://dl.acm.org/
6 http://aminer.org
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2.3

Screening

Post resource collection, screening can be used to curate a relevant
subset of research. Screening may be done paper by paper by a
reader or group of readers, or by automation which involves the
filtering of papers using keywords. Screening exists to avoid having
irrelevant works considered in research analysis.
Non-automated screening poses an advantage over automation
as it supports quality assurance, up to the standards of the researchers. In our case study, we used a set of 57 papers from Scopus
recovered by advanced search terms “code edit*”, “projectional
edit*”, “structured edit*”, “structural edit*”, and “structure edit*”
and a subject filter of “Computer Science”. We screened the papers
using predetermined inclusion criteria (IC), which surveyed paper
abstracts, and (weighted) quality criteria (QC), concerning the paper
body, to assess which papers we could include in analysis.
IC1 The study’s main focus is code editors.
IC2 The study presents empirical evidence or implementation
details.
QC1 The study clearly states the aim of research. (1 point)
QC2 The study is contextualized in terms of other studies and
research. (1 point)
QC3 The study justifies system, algorithmic, and design decisions.
(1 point)
QC4 The study describes methods used in detail, such that the
experiment could be reproduced. (1 point)
QC5 The performance metrics of the study are rationalized. (0.5
points)
QC6 Statistical analysis is done on the findings. (0.5 points)
QC7 Findings are supported by empirical evidence. (0.5 points)
Some of these criteria existed on a scale. For instance, when
considering QC6, we ranked those with no empirical evidence as a
0, those with empirical evidence and insufficient statistical analysis
as a 0.5, and those with empirical evidence and strong statistical
analysis as a 1. Twenty-nine papers satisfied the inclusion criteria
and had a quality rating of at least 4.5 out of 5.5, the predetermined
threshold decided on by screeners, and were included in the analysis.
All papers were independently evaluated by two screeners, and the
seven discrepancies in score were discussed and resolved.
Automation bypasses the need for screeners to read every single
paper to be included in the analysis. As a result, automation can
be faster and may be more suitable for large data sets. To compensate for the absence of a search tool for DBLP, we implemented a
Python script to screen the “dump file” of all publications indexed
by DBLP, maintained and constantly updated by Arnetminer [11].
The latest “dump file” as of June 2021 was extracted on May 14,
2021, and contains more than 5M papers and 48M links. The Python
script reads and filters papers in the dataset based on our original
search queries. A total of 381 relevant papers were recovered from
the DBLP data set using automation. Only papers containing the
original search queries in the title, abstract, and keywords were
kept for analysis, and the rest were discarded. Depending on the
research topic or goal, one may decide to automate based on the
title, abstract, or keywords, or a combination of them all. If the main
focus of a paper is education, then it is likely that this keyword
would be found in the title, abstract, or keywords of the paper. In
this case, if a false negative was lost to automation, the paper would
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likely be unfocused and should be screened out for quality. For
bibliometric analysis, false negatives could result in the absence
of a significant graph node. Contrarily, false positives are not as
detrimental to bibliometric analysis, as clustering will discard them.
One may choose to automate more conservatively or liberally depending on their research topic, route of analysis, and whether false
positives or false negatives are of higher concern.
In the case of automated screening, inclusion criteria and quality
criteria involve splitting, or “black-and-white” characterization.
Automation of QC6 above is not likely to be a simple automation
to implement without an existing framework. Although possible,
automation of this quality criteria may warrant more time spent
than desired on the screening component of a review. A researcher
may find that a combination of non-automated and automated
screening may be the most efficient way of screening. In the case
of our research topic, screening by reading was required for some
criteria, such as level of empirical evidence. Although criteria such
as IC1 could be done by hand, using automation is likely more
suitable, especially when considering large data sets.

2.4

Analyzing Data (Systematic Review)

Following screening, analysis methods were used to understand the
current state of the research topic. Patterns that arise may indicate
gaps in a topic or suggest further avenues of research.
In traditional reviews, screeners read papers to understand their
purpose in the context of the research area. Using the collection of
screened papers from Scopus, we used tagging to contextualize the
research. We categorized the papers using one or more tags:
Tag 1
Tag 2
Tag 3
Tag 4
Tag 5
Tag 6

The paper provides design principles for code editors.
The paper talks about the software quality of code editors.
The paper talks about a necessary feature of code editors.
The paper evaluates editors in the context of education.
The paper presents a new structure or code editor.
The paper presents a structure editor generator.

The number of papers tagged may suggest answers to our research questions. Of the 29 selected papers, three papers were
tagged using Tag 1 and one paper was tagged using Tag 4. Through
tagging, it became evident that the reason why structure editors are
seldom used in education may be because not enough research has
been published in the area. This could be the result of poorly defined
design principles for structure editors, which are essential to usercentered design. Publications regarding code editor frameworks
and features outnumber those concerning user experience. This
suggests that structure editor features may be potentially valuable,
but their delivery to the user is preventing their use.
Aside from tagging, screeners may pick up on patterns in the
research as they read all the papers in the screening phase. In our
case study, one example involved the use of text colour/brightness
in code editors. Beckmann presented a new tree-oriented structure
editor, acknowledging that structure editors pose usability issues
to users as structure editors involve a different editing metaphor
than text editors [1]. One way that this editor accommodates this
new metaphor is by using brighter text colours to indicate deeper
nesting in the code. The use of brighter colours to indicate nesting seems arbitrary as this choice is not supported by empirical
data. A different paper develops and tests an algorithm to predict
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meta-features of a syntax theme based on the colour data of the
theme [10]. RGB colour data yields accuracy greater than 0.73 in
predicting the theme’s metadata, including the language it’s intended for [10]. Although syntax is not of concern in structure
editors, no papers regarding the development of a new structure
editor considered text colour as a way of increasing usability by
familiarity, specifically for experienced programmers who want to
switch from a text editor to a structure editor. Although tagging and
reading the papers may point to a common area, having insufficient
and disjointed research in design principles and usability of code
editors, it can be difficult to understand how significant these gaps
are in the topics being considered. This gap could be attributed to
the fact that one paper focused on a structure editor and the other
on text editors. By reading alone, it can be hard to know if these
research areas are disjointed, or if they connect in ways that do not
involve design principles.

2.5

Analyzing Data (Bibliometrics)

A student may choose to use automated tagging based on keywords to categorize their papers. Reading a substantial set of papers
without automation can be a difficult and time-consuming task,
especially when considering a large number of papers, such as the
set we recovered using AMiner.
In our case study, we were looking to understand why structure
editors, despite their potential to help programmers overcome barriers, have not been accepted or commercialized. Through analysing
the smaller group of papers from Scopus, we considered that a lack
of design principles for structure editors could be preventing the
widespread adoption of structure editors. We tagged our large set
of papers from AMiner by searching for words or phrases within
the title, abstract, and keywords of each paper. Tags such as “agile”
and “Design Thinking” were easy to use as these words do not
have many variants or equivalents. Finding a tag for teaching or
addressing novice developers requires more thought, given that
these words have many variants and equivalents. To find papers
related to the aforementioned tags, we also used “edu*”, “teach*”,
and “tutor*” as search terms. When analysing the number of papers
with each tag, we noticed that few papers focus on user-centric
methods to design structure editors, which could explain the poor
usability and, consequently, user experience.
Bibliometric tools can be used to support the understanding of
the literature of an overarching research area. Within our case study,
we explored the use of VOSviewer, Gephi, and Python programs to
analyse our bibliometric exports. These tools support analysis types
including co-authorship, co-occurrence, citation, bibliographic coupling, and co-citation within a group of papers. Of these, building
a citation network is a common way of understanding how a collection of papers reference each other, which may indicate how
important some papers are within the specific field of study. Each
vertex in a citation network is a paper, and a directed link from
paper 𝐴 to paper 𝐵 shows a citation from 𝐴 to 𝐵. Hubs with a high
number of edges are associated with papers that are referenced the
most.
Figure 2 shows the network we have obtained using the screened
collection of papers from AMiner. Numerous analytical studies can
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be conducted on the citation network, including the cluster or community detection analysis. The community detection algorithms
try to find highly interconnected areas in the network. In the case
of a citation network, these areas would be a collection of papers
that cite each other. So, papers within a cluster are related. The
connection pattern between the papers in each cluster is locally
significant compared to papers outside that cluster.
We used Gephi to process citation network graphs. For clustering,
we used the Louvain algorithm with modularity [3] as the quality
function. Modularity is a measure of how much the connectivity
pattern of a graph (or subgraph) differs from a random graph in
which that pattern is expected to be uniform. Thus, it can be used
to specify which partitioning of the graph is better than others.
Louvain clustering uses the strength of vertex interconnections
to cluster the network. The resolution parameter [8] in Gephi’s
implementation is initially set to 1.0. A higher resolution enables
the algorithm to find smaller clusters of highly connected nodes,
and hence, results in a higher number of clusters. Setting a smaller
resolution will find a smaller set of final clusters. Every researcher
can tweak this parameter to obtain the desired number of clusters
based on the research area. Since we aimed to obtain three clusters,
potentially relevant to three types of editors we searched for, we
tried setting different values for resolution using 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 to obtain
the final three clusters in purple, green and blue shown in Figure 2.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the clusters to keywords
appearing in papers in the three clusters. The results are shown as
pie charts in Figure 2. We find that there is a small exclusively codeeditor cluster of 11 papers, but the larger clusters are mixed. The
next cluster of 39 papers contains both projectional and structure
editor papers. This makes sense, because projectional and structure
editors are essentially the same idea. The largest cluster of 48 papers,
however, does not refer to projectional editors, only the older terms
“structure editor” as well as “code editor”, and in fact 60% of its
papers refer to the latter.
This seems like a weak conclusion, but in fact it changed our
perception of the field. In the initial ACM DL and Google Scholar
search and systematic review, most papers came from the middle
cluster, and were dominated by papers related to the MPS system.
Reading this part of the literature gives the impression that MPS
largely invented the concept of structure editor and that the structure editor literature was disjoint from the code editor literature.
This illustrates a problem with social networks: that popular nodes
tend to become more popular, making it harder to discover other
interesting nodes. Exploring the nodes in the large cluster counters this view, with structure and code editor papers referencing
common literature. So an initial hypothesis that there is a gap in
the literature due to the failure of the structure editor literature
to learn from the code editor literature turns out not to be true.
If that gap were real, it might also help explain another gap, the
lack of empirical evidence for proposed structure editors. Whereas
structure and code editors differ radically in their construction,
empirical evaluation of their usability should share methods and
objectives. Perhaps this does somewhat explain the structure of the
literature, but it is certainly not the explanation it seemed initially.
Figure 1 shows the number of papers in each category for each
year.
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Figure 1: The number of publications over years about Projectional and Code editors.
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Building the citation network is a common way of understanding
how a collection of papers refer to each other and what are the
most important papers in a specific field of study. Each vertex in
a citation network is a paper and a directed link from paper 𝐴
to paper 𝐵 shows a citation from 𝐴 to 𝐵. The hubs, i.e., vertices
with high number of edges in this network are the most important
papers that many papers referenced to them.
Figure 2 shows the network we have obtained using the screened
collection of papers from AMiner. Numerous analytical studies can
be conducted on the citation network, including the cluster or community detection analysis. The community detection algorithms
try to find highly interconnected areas in the network. In the case
of a citation network, these areas would be a collection of papers
that cite each other. So, papers within a cluster are related. The
connection pattern between the papers in each cluster is locally
significant compared to papers outside that cluster.

3

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

RQ1 How does research in computer science education, projectional
editors, and code editors intersect? Our initial systematic review
suggested that there was little communication between structure
editor and code editor researchers. Subsequent bibliometric analysis
revealed that we were overweighting a cluster of papers, whose
authors used the terminology “projectional editor”, which did not
connect to the code editor literature, but there was a larger cluster
who preferred the term “structure editor”, showing that with some
exceptions, most researchers in these subfields were aware of work
in the other field.
RQ2 Are ideas presented in structure editor or code editor research
used in computer science education? Yes, researchers are both inspired by the ideas from the research literature, and targeting specific properties of structure editors, e.g., syntax discoverability. But
of the 381 papers, only 8 were tagged as related to education.
RQ3 Are problems faced by computer science educators being studied
by researchers in these fields? We found no evidence for this. Of the
papers read, most start with a solution and not an investigation
of the problem, even for papers which do evaluation. (See also the
discussion of Human-Centered Design below.)

Miller (1994)

Ratcliffe (1992)
Mernik (2002)

Bahlke (1986)

Caplinger (1985)

Bahlke (1985)
Lerner (1996)

Lorenz (2011)

Andrews (1988)

Feiler (1987)
Xinogalos (2002)
Xinogalos
(2006)

Xinogalos (2013)
Goldenson (1986)

Kaiser (1988)
Lorenz (2011)
Lorenz (2011)

Holsapple (1992)

Figure 2: Top: Citation network of papers related to structure
editors, projectional editors, and code editors. The vertices
are the papers and the links show the citations among papers. The links are curved so that the direction is indicated
by clockwise traversal. Bottom: The number of publications
of each class in each cluster.

RQ4 Given that syntax and type errors are a huge barrier to novice
programmers, why are structure editors used so infrequently in computer science education, despite their initial development in 1975?
We formulated two hypotheses for this, which should be studied
further, but could already inform planning of future research in this
field.
Empirical Evidence We hypothesized that structure editors
were not widely used in education because none of the papers in
the systematic review presented empirical evidence of the impact
on new users, only 3 of the 8 papers tagged as related to education
presented empirical evidence, and Xinogalos’s review of structure
editors did not find any evaluated by independent researchers. So
empirical evidence is lacking, but mostly because there are so few
papers related to education.
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Human-Centered Design We similarly hypothesized that structure editors were not widely used in education because no papers
in the systematic review described the use of human-centered design, e.g., Design Thinking, to develop usable interfaces. Automatic
tagging also found no such papers among the 381, but rereading
the GNOME paper [6] based on its position in the cluster graph,
and with the knowledge developed during the systematic review,
we think that GNOME (a structure editor for undergraduates programming Pascal and Karel) was developed using human-centered
design principles even though the language of human-centered design did not yet exist, and they attributed their success to this fact.
They also made it clear that it was necessary to develop languagespecific interfaces for their languages through observation and
feedback from their users. This probably accounts for the failure of
their project to influence current research, as Pascal was replaced
by other languages.
3.0.1 Tool Recommendations. Systematic reviews are labour intensive, and are usually performed by teams. Newer reference managers have collaboration features like shared notes and highlighting
which facilitate teamwork, as well as features like full-text search.
We used Mendeley as a reference manager and a place to store
papers pre- and post-screening. It supports the export of libraries in
multiple formats, but not the analysis of this data. Scopus and Web
of Science allow for readers to make a list of papers as they search
through the database, but are harder to use than Mendeley and
also lack analysis tools. Web of Science has poor coverage of this
field, and data exports from Scopus were unreliable. As a result, we
recommend AMiner as the preferred database for computer science.
Although AMiner contains abstracts, and is therefore sufficient
for initial screening, and has links to full papers, it does not support teamwork the way Mendeley does. To perform bibliometric
analyses, we used VOSviewer, Gephi, and Python, and can also
recommend these tools. From Python it is easy to search results
in CSV or Excel format and use a spreadsheet program (including
web-based collaboration software) for sorting and searching using
keywords, recording scores and filtering by combinations of keywords, scores, publication date and cluster membership. We used
Excel integrated with Microsoft Teams.
Unfortunately, we came across no tool that integrated a database
search, source management, reliable data exports, bibliometric analysis and collaboration. This is a gap which open-source software
developers, publishers or other tool vendors should fill.
In other domains, evaluating empirical evidence plays a central
role in systematic reviews. We know that our automatic tagging
is not reliable, and do not believe it is possible to be so. One solution would be to make tagging of empirical evidence part of the
publication process, with referees scoring papers on their use of
empirical evidence and making source data available for review.
We recommend this as a way of encouraging the use of empirical
evidence and highlighting the need for such in computer science
research involving human-computer interaction or otherwise impacting society.
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